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Abstract—The COVID-19 pandemic presented itself as a chal-
lenge for separate societal sectors. On the information technology
(IT) standpoint, it does include the maintenance of the infras-
tructure required to hold collaborative activities that went to
happen online; the implementation of projects in a scenario of
uncertainty; and keep the software engineering and information
security best practices in place. This article presents the context
of a data science team organized as a skunk works group
composed of professionals with experience in both the industry
and academia, located in an IT department working with a
team of seasoned data engineers. At the time the pandemic
started, the relatively new data science team was positioning
itself as a Center of Excellence in Advanced Analytics. With
the pandemic, it had to keep up with the expectations from
the stakeholders; manage current and upcoming data science
projects within the methodology practiced in IT; and maintain a
high level in the quality of service delivered. This article discusses
how did the COVID-19 pandemic affected the team productivity
and its practices as well as the lessons learned with it.

Index Terms—Data scientists, Software engineering manage-
ment, Advanced analytics

I. INTRODUCTION

Company B (name redacted due to the company policies) is
one of the largest food producers in the world with more than
90000 employees and operating in more than 130 countries.
The Information Technology (IT) department is comprised of
several teams according to their area of expertise such as,
but not limited to IT architecture; infrastructure and network;
front-end and back-end developers; information security; busi-
ness support; mobile and emergent technologies; analytics and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). The business support teams in this
department are also structured according to their knowledge
domain (e.g., finance, engineering, production, agriculture)
and their support levels (project implementation and daily
support).

In the late 90s the company was one of the pioneers in South
America in implementing the ERP solution it still currently
uses to control its operations. Due to the particularities and
complexities of the Business activities (e.g. large and broad
supply chain from animal feed to food sales; diverse health
certificates depending on the states, countries and trade blocs;
handling of livestock; monitoring the consumption of utilities
in separate plants and at separate levels; plants and production

§Both authors were the technical and team leaders of the team presented
in this manuscript at the time it was written and contributed equally to this
research.

lines with varying complexities; volatility of the global com-
modity markets; lab analysis follow-ups; custom marketing
and sales strategies; extensive road network in use to sell goods
in the internal market), the ERP has extensive customization
levels in order to meet all the Business operations, Audit and
IT sustainability requirements.

The transactional data stored in the ERP enabled the usage
of accurate, integrated reports and quicker decisions in the
Business Warehouse (BW) solution from the same vendor. In
order to support this solution, a new team was first assembled
in 1998 known at the time as the Business Warehouse (BW)
team. It had three main activities: to ensure all month-end
closure activities were executed flawlessly and respecting
all the IT Governance best practices and Audit rules; to
occasionally reprocess transactional data into the BW systems
if any data error in the past had surfaced; and to provide
simple mathematical simulations based on the BW data to the
Business teams. All this criteria followed the trade-off between
high query performance and low view maintenance costs [1].

From this time and up to the early 2010s the company
used a ERP-centric, ERP-first approach where most of the
transactional data was held in the ERP except for some
special use-cases (e.g. production plan optimization, customer
relationship management (CRM), sales order creation on-
the-go from the salespersons driving to customers such as
bakeries, groceries, supermarkets and cafes). Software engi-
neering processes including software lifecycle management,
feasibility and requirement studies, software maintenance, IT
governance, internal and external audit, change and incident
management matured as well as the data quality and reliability.
With it, the requirement for reporting dashboards grew across
different business units. In 2012, the team was renamed as
the Business Intelligence (BI) team. Organically growing on
the aforementioned activities, it also provided strategic reports
and static dashboards to several Business teams, ranging from
Procurement to Sales; from Production to Logistics; from the
Farms to the Factories and Distribution Centers.

Up to 2016, the number of dashboards grew to the hun-
dreds. In this year, the team had been renamed to Business
Analytics & Performance and commonly referred as Analytics.
The activities were segregated between providing strategic
dashboards – intended to be used by the high management for
strategic decisions – as well as tactical dashboards intended to
daily operations under the guidance of the lower management.
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At this time, the team was deeply focused on activities related
with descriptive analytics and split between data engineering
and data analysis roles. In parallel, the whole department
was moving towards a path where the ERP was not to
be considered anymore as the “one-stop-shop” to most of
the IT-related needs, but instead also integrating with other
specialized systems depending on the Business needs (e.g.,
laboratory information management systems (LIMS); CRMs;
livestock management systems; and HR specialized systems)
following Enterprise Architecture (EA) principles and a cloud-
first, data-driven approach.

With it, the data requirements went from consuming tabular,
transactional data to other data types from sources such as
Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, image and video feeds and
telemetry data as both unstructured and semi-structured data
from internal and external sources. Furthermore, the overall
amount of data being created also grew consistently. Conse-
quently, the number of requests for deeper data analysis and
predictive analytics multiplied. On the other hand, there was
also an increasing number of upcoming requests for changes in
already-deployed dashboards and diverging discussions from
separate Business units on what was the correct number for
any given metric or key performance indicator (KPI) since
each area could have different interpretations on the same data
based on their own experiences. Therefore, in the second half
of 2018 the IT architecture intended for Analytics moved to-
wards a “self-BI” orientation, where all the upcoming tactical
dashboards were intended to be created and maintained by the
Business teams with the Analytics team (in the IT department)
in charge of ensuring the underlying data is reliable and
readily accessible as well as guaranteeing the users could
only see the data they were intended to see and with data
filters respecting the shared usage. Meanwhile, the overall IT
project management direction moved towards the mainstream
adoption of the Agile methodology.

At this time, the concept of Advanced Analytics had been
introduced to the team. Organized since its inception as
an internal “skunk works” team [2], it was founded under
four desiderata: first, to provide data science solutions taking
advantage of already being part of the team in charge of
overseeing and curating data; second, to spearhead advanced
analytics initiatives within the company looking to balance
state-of-the-art techniques and EA principles already in place
for a sustainable environment under an IT standpoint; third, to
form a highly-skilled team from professionals with experience
in academic initiatives but also with Business and/or IT in-
dustry expertise; fourth, to conduct experiences and introduce
new techniques should they bring competitive advantage to
the company. Following this logic, the year of 2019 focused
on finding potential use-cases, experimenting with them, and
probing industry solutions intended for data science purposes
readily available in the contracts already in place with the IT
vendors.

As part of the Analytics team, the data science group was
not assembled separately from the already existing team nor
with a separate chain of command – in fact, the idea was to

leverage the expertise of the data engineers and workflows
already in place in the team, as well as having an easier
access to data and the people holding the knowledge on them.
Besides, the idea was also to foster the usage of advanced
analytics techniques and tools among the team, slowly dis-
tancing from legacy activities inherited from the past years
with less perceived value such as visual changes in dashboards
and manual data load for situations where automation is not
possible – activities that could be delegated to the Business
teams.

The previously mentioned data science use-cases were well-
received by the Business teams and, with it, the demand for
data science projects grew for 2020. In this year, the Center
of Excellence (CoE) in Advanced Analytics had been formed
following the same desiderata mentioned earlier as well as
positioning itself as the source of data science best practices
and new implementations in the company. Due to the size of
the company and its extension, it proved as a challenge. This
challenge was further expanded by the COVID-19 pandemic
in a context where the company value chain is concerned
with keeping the continuous delivery of perishable goods in a
reliable fashion to the consumers keeping the same levels of
quality and safety. Therefore, the workload for all the teams
– both in and out of IT – multiplied. While most teams were
located across several geographic locations, many activities
were face-to-face such as Agile squad meetings, workshops,
and team meetings. At the same time, the company was
focusing on evangelizing Business teams to work with Agile
methodologies and virtual interactions.

Considering this scenario, this manuscript proposes a dis-
cussion on how the team – more specifically, the CoE in
Advanced Analytics – managed its ongoing activities and
the expectations of the Business areas during the COVID-19
pandemic. It is divided in four sections: the first and current
section introduces the reader to the history and context of the
team. The second section covers the team situation shortly
before the start of the pandemic. The third section shows
the challenges experienced by the team during the pandemic.
The fourth and last section has the concluding remarks of the
authors of this manuscript.

II. SITUATION BEFORE THE PANDEMIC

A. Data Engineers

In the start of 2020, the team had two roles divided across
about twenty-five full-time employees (not including contrac-
tors): data engineers and data scientists. The work happened
in a cloud infrastructure including databases, data lakes, data
warehouse systems, business intelligence software, serverless
applications for web scraping tools, cloud AI systems, private
Git repositories and integrations with other company systems
such as the ERP. Several IT governance processes such as
change management and incident management were mature
and fully operational for the data engineers – mostly because
many of the analysts were already seasoned professionals
and the team had evolved organically since its inception.



Furthermore, these professionals had several contacts during
the years with different global vendors and Audit teams.

Most of the team filled the role of data engineers and were
already in the team before the introduction of advanced analyt-
ics in 2018. They are focused on activities such as creating and
maintaining data models, architecture, and pipelines as well as
their ingestion, transformation and integration reflecting the
notation found in [3].

They either were experienced Business professionals with
heavy knowledge of their previous activities, understanding
Business processes, practices, specific terms, and daily activ-
ities, but moving to IT for also displaying technological pro-
ficiency; or were professionals with an academic background
in IT with an acquired expertise of the Business practices and
requirements. The data engineers are organized into smaller
“fronts” to provide specific, tailored services to areas such as
Sales, Logistics, Agriculture and Procurement. Each one of
these fronts has from two up to four professionals working in
parallel. This organization was organically created within the
team during the years and proved to be hugely successful due
to some reasons, as follows: first, the Business teams saw in
these fronts as reliable, focal points which understood their
lexicon, processes, and urgencies. Second, the fronts could
rapidly share knowledge and re-prioritize their activities with
more freedom. Third, the fronts were organized in the office
in a way the whole team was close, and the engineers for the
same front were even closer. Fourth, the engineers could better
organize their schedules to cover medical leaves and vacation
periods while keeping the same quality of service.

As previously mentioned, in the upcoming years the demand
for Agile initiatives increased within the department and, later,
to the whole company. In this scenario, the organization in
knowledgeable fronts enabled the possibility of independently
assigning team professionals for parallel Agile squads while
ensuring the other tasks were still being worked on by other
engineers for the same front.

B. Data Scientists

The data scientists, on the other hand, started moving to
the team in the second half of 2018. Up to the second half
of 2019, it was composed of a single data scientist, but grew
to be around one third of the Analytics team by the start of
2020. Following the description of [3], they are more versed
in machine learning, dataset handling, data science techniques
and data analysis which, in turn, includes the adoption of
statistics.

These scientists were either seasoned IT professionals work-
ing for other teams in the same department and who were
independently pursuing Master’s and Doctorate degrees in
AI, or professionals who had already attained these degrees
applying advanced analytics techniques in the industry, but
coming for other companies where they could not apply these
skills in their previous positions. Therefore, the data scientists
were mainly professionals who had merged scientific and
academic knowledge with the professional experience instead
of severely lacking experience in the former or latter.

The data scientists also were split between two separate
profiles: the “data scientists (machine learning)” – data sci-
entists holding bachelor’s degrees in IT and holding a solid
knowledge on IT practices and theory; and the “data scientists
(statistics)” – data scientists from Mathematics, Statistics and
other domains of knowledge where these areas are applied.
These scientists can handle statistical analysis and understand
how to handle separate problems using quantitative techniques.

These profiles meet the roles considered as part of an
effective data science team mentioned in [4]. The domain
experts and data engineer roles are filled by the data engineers
in this team; and the statisticians and computer scientists
are filled by the two data scientist profiles. As it will be
discussed in the following sections, the communicator role is
interchangeably filled by both data engineers and scientists in
the team.

From an internal organization standpoint, the data scientists
adopted a more flexible approach by organizing themselves as
a “skunk works” team covering all the fronts in charge by the
data engineers in the team. A skunk work is a team with a
high degree of autonomy, capable of generating innovation
by being less constrained by processes in place for other
teams and an alternative for organizations that are expected to
be primarily focused on delivery and execution with quality
instead of innovation (except for this kind of team) [2]. The
high degree of autonomy of the team was partly justified by
the highly skilled profile of these scientists and partly by a
requirement of experimenting several processes and techniques
that could be more effective to the organization. Furthermore,
since these processes and techniques were often out of the
expertise handled by other teams, there was also a possibility
of experimenting with what, until then, was mostly unknown
by the organization.

Instead of using the waterfall or Agile approaches, the data
scientists went to adopt the Cross-Industry Standard Process
for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology. CRISP-DM is
one of the most used methodologies in data science projects
and is based on an approach focused on following a list of
stages from data to knowledge [5]. Its process is represented
in the Fig. 1. Foreseeing a need to better explain how the
methodology works to the stakeholders, the team attempted to
get closer to Scrum which, in turn, was being introduced to
several Business teams to be used in non-IT projects. While
Scrum is composed of roles such as the Product Owner (PO),
Scrum Master and the developers [6], CRISP-DM does not
cover roles [7]. However, the team included within its data
science projects the following profiles:

• PO (required): lending the name from Scrum, this role is
occupied by a Business key user – often a senior analyst
or a specialist – possessing the knowledge required to
understand the data relationships in their specific depart-
ment and their context. They are able to communicate to
their leadership who had never worked in a data science
project before what are the current data science project
activities and the expectations for the upcoming phases
and cycles;



• Business support (optional): other users who might help
in extracting, understanding, and explaining data and their
meaning. They are often holding more junior positions;

• Data scientists (required): data scientists of the Analytics
team in charge of developing the data analysis and, when
applicable, creating predictive models;

• Data engineers (required): data engineers of the Analytics
team in charge of aiding the data discovery, understand-
ing, and processing steps.

C. Building Trust

As noted in [4], the adoption of data science is only useful if
it can affect organizational change. Therefore, effectively com-
municating useful results, understanding the Business prob-
lems, and positively getting the attention of the stakeholders
rapidly is paramount.

In the Analytics team, this role is shared between both data
engineers and data scientists. The data engineers are valued by
the Business teams for their valuable knowledge, reliability
and efficiency built over the years. From this position, they
can share discourses with the Business teams and have a
common ground. The stakeholders already can set expectations
on targets such as deliverables and deadlines based on previous
experiences.

The data science projects, however, presented themselves as
a challenge. The stakeholders were unaware of the CRISP-DM
methodology and did not possess the same prior experience
as the data engineering projects. In parallel, due to the size
of the company, startups and large vendors often offered AI
services to several Business teams. However, in the sales
discourse, these companies often illustrated their solutions
as easy, simple to create and with huge performance gains
attempting to include terms often mentioned in the broad
public such as “deep learning”, “neural networks”, “predictive
analytics” and “AI” demonstrating with simpler, toy datasets
such as cars [8]. This speech – part of a hype built by
technology companies investing in creating this market [9] –
often hid issues such as: adapting and complying with EA,
IT Governance and Information Security; explaining that the
algorithm performance is hugely tied to data and most of time
is spent by understanding and sanitizing the datasets; under-
standing the usage of complex AI architectures such as deep
neural networks (DNNs) are often not the best alternatives
for real business cases; some of the solutions built might not
be cost optimized or even be oversized and overpriced at the
expense of the lack of a buyers’ knowledge in data science.

Adding to the external pressure from the vendors, there
is the internal pressure maintained by the company depart-
ments. The IT department, as the natural bulwark of software
innovations, is expected by the other departments to support,
understand, and proactively propose technical solutions which,
in turn, includes data science. The other departments, also
including professionals capable of technically understanding
some of the intersecting subject matters which compose data
science such as mathematicians, statisticians and software
developers allocated in these departments, could develop code

Fig. 1. CRISP-DM lifecycle

conforming to their own needs and without worrying about
automation, maintenance or validating software requirements.
However, the code created by the Business teams is often
executed locally and commonly without integration with other
software and databases. Therefore, the data scientists in the
Analytics team had to understand the varying degrees of soft-
ware development knowledge and expectations of the Business
teams to build trust – both by trusting that the data scientists in
IT had all the knowledge required to help them in the best way,
and by trusting that the methodology and key points brought
by them are part of the untold story offered by the vendors.

To achieve this end, the data scientists followed some
criteria, such as:

• When first discussing a possible data science project with
the stakeholders, the conversation focused on interdepen-
dence, people, and results, all of them being key values
of the company.

Interdependence is understood as important for
building a reliable data analysis and algorithms based
on the knowledge of Business experts in the company
and data shared. Often, the data scientists mention that
an algorithm thoroughly tested by the stakeholders build
trust: if seldom an algorithm in real-world use cases have
100% accuracy, as soon as a mislabeled case appears,
if the data science solution is presented as a black-
box solution and if the stakeholders do not consider
themselves as people that build together the solution,
they will in turn reject the notion the solution meets
their demands. However, if they are involved since the
first steps of the project and help validating the data and



understand how does the solution work, they will also
feel themselves (with all the due justice) as co-owners of
the solution instead of just being users.

People is understood as important for building a
partnership based on knowledge sharing – the data sci-
entists understand it is important to not only understand
together how does the data structures are built and iden-
tify Business cases or data anomalies, but also to keep
the knowledge within the company and shared between
the teams. The knowledge shared and kept within the
company is considered by it as one of its key values.
Algorithm solutions such as Explainable AI (XAI) tech-
niques are also helpful in showing how does machine
learning algorithms work and foster the construction of
trust and transparency for the users [10], [11].

Results cover the notion of having quantitative met-
rics showing both the possible gains by implementing a
data science project and measuring the gains during and
after the project. It also does cover sustainable solutions
(both considering the environment and IT operations),
efficiency, excellence, and innovation. Considering the
CRISP-DM process shown in the Fig. 1, it is useful to set
objectives of the project (Business Understanding step)
closer to the reality and in a way to quickly retrieve data
and measure results.

Considering the stakeholders, results may also be
considered as understanding the project deliverables. By
displaying and explaining how does the project work
based on the Fig. 1, the data scientists are able to show
that the process is transparent and composed of non-linear
paths. While a go-live date is often difficult to inform,
data scientists show the project objectives may change
during the project depending on the data and the steps
depend on the data and people. One of the examples
mentioned a case where the steps of Business Under-
standing and Data Understanding went back and forth for
some weeks as the data granularity and availability was
under study. Therefore, a real-time predictive algorithm
could be turned into an algorithm which processed data
twice per day which, in turn, could pave the way for
a different set of expectations and opportunities. On
another example, the data preparation step took up to
six months and the modeling step took around one day
while, on a third example, the inverse had happened. The
data scientists also mentioned that for all the covered
examples the Business teams could better understand how
their data worked and could prepare for future projects
to increase data quality. On a specific case, during the
data preparation step the Business teams discovered a
possible hotspot on their data and could preemptively
prepare an action plan to avoid any issues in the future.
These cases helped to show the Business teams that the
lifecycle follows separate iterations, and its progress is
measurable for all the cycles with potential deliverables
for all the covered phases, comparable to the concept of
iterative and transparent development from Scrum [12].

This comparison also helped foster trust and control
anxiety.

D. Advanced Analytics

Understanding the need to avoid distancing from the an-
alytics term, but also needing to present itself as a team
capable of supporting operations that could be considered by
the stakeholders as “AI”, “Data Science” and “Statistics”, the
data science skunk works group named itself as the Center of
Excellence in Advanced Analytics (CoE AA) with the depart-
ment stewardship. The term advanced analytics was chosen
since it referred to both statistical and machine learning models
as well as optimization, forecasting and similar problems [13].
The word advanced also implied the use of new techniques
the stakeholders could be unaware of.

Many of the activities of the data engineers are also consid-
ered as part of advanced analytics. However, its usage within
the company refers to the application of techniques intended to
be used by data science projects only. While the near-term idea
is to move the whole team under the CoE name, currently it
does include only the data scientists in the skunk works group
and the data engineering technical lead.

III. SITUATION DURING THE PANDEMIC

The pandemic brought a series of additional challenges
to the team. When all administrative activities moved to the
work-from-home format the CoE AA was relying on face-to-
face contacts by explaining concepts in whiteboards located
in huddle rooms; drawing concepts in paper notebooks with
the stakeholders; and meeting new contacts in the corridors
within the office. In the office where the Analytics team is
located, some Business teams such as Agriculture, Logistics
and Procurement as well as the other IT teams in the same
department. Key users from other offices in teams such as
Sales, Finance and from the factories often traveled to the same
office for some projects. It is essential to highlight the fact that
both the headquarters and this office in specific were in South
America, where the work culture heavily emphasizes physical
contact and face-to-face meetings. The data engineers often
discussed issues and new alternatives in their desks in an open-
office environment. This situation favored the introduction of
the data scientists and paved the way for new opportunities
through networking.

The IT department was implementing a myriad of projects
to modernize operations with a heavy emphasis on Industry
4.0 features such as automation, IoT, real-time data and AI
[14]. With it, being in the same physical location as the other
IT teams was strategic to quickly reach project managers,
understand current initiatives and negotiate the participation
in new projects. While it is relevant to highlight the IT higher
management supported the CoE, due to the soaring amount
of parallel initiatives the other analysts often did not notice or
postponed a contact with the CoE.

With the pandemic, the team had to ensure all the current
projects were running and keeping its purpose of expanding
its operations, understanding the needs of current and new



stakeholders, train new employees in the team and keep
fostering innovation.

A. Productivity

The productivity in the first weeks suffered a hit due to the
uncertainty in short term. The local government in the large
cities (where the offices are located) placed heavy restrictions
in the first days affecting public transportation, commerce,
and offices. Since the company works with food products,
the uncertainty of the sales prospects in the upcoming months
affected all Business teams since the pandemic could affect not
only the balance between exports and imports, but the currency
exchange rates and the balance between sales for food service
and end consumers. The uncertainty required an unprecedented
workload for the data engineers for new data handling and
visualization requests. On the other hand, discussions for new
data science projects remained on hold due to the other urgent
issues.

After the first weeks, the urgent issues were addressed by
the teams and the data science projects resumed. By using
digital collaboration tools, continuous chats were kept with
the stakeholders both individually and in group conversations
with people working for the same initiative. The weekly team
meetings internally held by the Analytics team moved to
online meetings with the same schedule, where the activities
were maintained using virtual Kanban boards. There were no
further impacts in managing these activities since all the team
members worked with these boards before the pandemic.

However, during the pandemic new junior scientists joined
the team. Previously, the team integration was held in face-
to-face discussions without following a structured agenda –
the required company accesses, team physical layouts and the
location of the key contacts in the office usually happened
according to the daily schedule of the team members in
charge of closely working with new members. The same
happened with any technical training required since different
data engineer fronts or the CoE had separate software needs.
By being completely remote, the new scientists experienced
challenges by trying to understand the work processes without
comprehensive documentation. In order to mitigate this and
as part of another data science project the team created a
series of flowcharts to guide newcomers on what are the ex-
pected actions to be taken and what kind of machine learning
deployment configurations they are expected to do. Also, a
formal onboarding presentation had been created containing
frequent asked questions, team acronyms, the IT architecture
adopted by the team, the different team roles and key contacts
as well as the technical skills in use by the team. While some
organizations often have extensive documentation by default,
it is important to recall the people-oriented instead of process-
oriented regional work culture.

B. Practices

In parallel, the collaboration tools were again used to
create team groups with separate channels sharing all the
aforementioned documents, best practices, study resources and

additional technical resources to connect people. Meetings
and team chats do not follow fixed schedules since questions
commonly happen in different hours and in separate days.
Junior analysts often avoid calls – especially video calls –
often preferring continuous text communication instead.

A community of practice (CoP) had also been established by
the CoE. It is a group of people composed of enthusiasts and
stakeholders interested in a specific subject [15]. As far as the
team was aware, there were no active CoPs in the company.
This CoP had been named as the Data Science Network, and
attempted to host webinars on different data science subjects
facilitated by members of the CoE AA and presented by either
the same members or the data engineers in Analytics. The idea
was to engage people from separate areas and expand the CoE
influence as positioning itself as the company experts in data
science. The Network is composed of members from other
IT teams, Analytics and Business teams in different hierarchy
levels. The Network includes discussions on industrial data
science solutions, tool demos, XAI techniques, programming
best practices and performance comparisons. The discussions
always attempt to include use-cases from the company itself
and comparing against challenges that could happen in the
company. It also includes study resources, news from the
scientific community and links to upcoming external events
such as conferences, for instance.

Although the CoP proved itself to be successful, hosting
monthly webinars and in different times to enable the partici-
pation of separate people with conflicting schedules, the CoE
noticed a need to reach a broader public. Higher management
often do not have enough time to participate in the webinars
and noted, in separate opportunities, that they prefer content
recorded in podcasts. In parallel, Business specialists exposed
a need for extensive, continuous learning [16]. Therefore,
the CoE also started offering content intended for the high
management introducing advanced analytics concepts to them
in an industrial context recorded in a podcast. On the other
hand, it also was – on the time this manuscript had been
written – preparing an online course in Python tailored for
the Business teams’ requirements. These two examples show
positioning opportunities for the CoE: for the former, as a
reliable technical advisor team capable of translating highly
technical concepts to the decision makers and, for the latter,
as a team holding technical expertise and able to successfully
share knowledge with other teams. For both cases, the scenario
of having data scientists who also worked or were working as
professors in universities proved to be a strategic advantage for
translating such concepts with empathy, domain of the subject
matter and effective communication.

C. Lessons learned

Over time, the CoE learned the importance of having doc-
umented processes to keep basic standards when developing
new activities or introducing new members to the team. Also,
considering the number of ongoing activities and the lack
of face-to-face contact, the team noted it is important to
finish the first cycle of the CRISP-DM process as soon as



possible. While it might generate a trained machine learning
model far from being useful, it helps to attain trust from the
stakeholders by proving that a data science project for their
use case is indeed possible. However, it is important to ensure
the cycle will earn a sense of urgency and prioritization from
the stakeholders to have more support from them instead of
stalling future cycles by rendering the users comfortable with
the first cycle. Therefore, a need of first listing the possible
gains generated by the project is relevant to prioritize it and, as
a more aggressive measure, to pressure the Business teams to
resume the initiative should additional help from these teams
is required for steps covered by the methodology such as Data
Understanding.

The team also understood the need of having a flexible
schedule while also avoiding extremes: a data scientist might
spend two full weeks working with data but may spend the
following three weeks waiting for the availability of additional
data from the data engineers or, still, for answers from the
Business teams. In this example, fixed sprint windows as
adopted by Scrum teams are not desired.

Understanding the flexibility of work from the data sci-
entists also help them reorganize their upcoming work and
working in parallel for several data science projects. The
parallelism is helpful considering the Business teams often
are unable to provide knowledgeable users full-time, and the
number of incoming projects generates the same situation for
the data scientists. While quick response times are desired,
there might be situations where several projects require the
attention of the same data scientists at the same time – for
these cases, prioritizing the projects and discussing with the
users in a way they do not feel unattended is important. On the
other extreme, large delays in the response from the users is
not desired since it could reduce the interest from the Business
teams for the project and result in a data science deliverable
that is not used by the teams.

The process of building trust with the Business teams is also
essential – in separate feedback sessions some stakeholders
highlighted the advantage of working with a data scientist
who were both knowledgeable on the Business area and needs,
the data science process and the scientific method. Working
in the same team of the data engineers also proved to be
hugely important due to their shared access and easy reach
for discussing and solving issues internally.

IV. CONCLUSION

This manuscript proposed to illustrate the context of the data
science team of a large company formed by professionals with
experience both in industry and academia, demonstrating its
challenges and lessons learned during the pandemic.

The team grew organically in over twenty years from
being a team of data engineers to an advanced analytics
team formed by seasoned data engineers working in Business
fronts and data scientists working as a skunk works group.
Shortly before the pandemic, the team was starting to have an
increased exposure within the organization and implementing
new data science projects while it attempted to manage the

expectations from the stakeholders as well as pressure coming
both internally and externally. Due to its work culture, it
embraced the adoption of face-to-face communication instead
of an extensive documentation repository. With the pandemic
and by forcibly working from home, this model proved as a
challenge.

The data science team relied to the adoption of formal-
ized processes and the heavy usage of collaboration tools to
keep up with the demand. These tools included messaging
and voice applications and digital Kanban boards. The team
also noted the advantages of working in parallel in separate
projects and noted that junior scientists often favored text
communication in the messaging applications instead of voice
calls and scheduled meetings. On the other hand, the adoption
of a community of practice (CoP), the creation of online
courses tailored to the Business teams in the company e-
learning platform and podcasts to the higher management
helped to foster trust from the stakeholders and ensure they can
understand the flexibility of the data science project lifecycle
while highlighting the transparency of the process and the
shared ownership of the solution between Business and IT,
thus nurturing interdependence.
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